
 
 

Vestal Conservation Advisory Commission 
Minutes of the February 16, 2023 meeting 

Present: Curt Pueschel, Steve Appel, Adam Flint, Cindy Westerman, Michelle McStine, 
Carl Lipo 
Guest:  Jennifer Manierre of NYSERDA 
 
On January 25th, Andria Kintner, on behalf of David Berger, the Town Attorney, e-
mailed members of the CAC to ask for comments on a draft solar law being considered 
by the Town. Adam Flint volunteered to contact New York State Energy Research and 
Development Authority (NYSERDA), which is deeply involved in green-energy efforts, 
so that we might gain a broader sense of the implications of the solar laws being 
considered across New York State. On behalf of the CAC, Adam invited Jennifer 
Manierre of NYSERDA to speak with us via Zoom during our February meeting. 
 
Adam, who is the Director of Clean Energy Programs for the Network for a Sustainable 
Tomorrow (NEST), provided an outline of the goals and mission of NEST. Then Jennifer 
provided a similar perspective on NYSERDA. We then went through the draft solar law 
being considered by the Town, and members raised questions and made comments 
throughout.  
 
Jennifer alerted us to a more recent draft solar law version, and she shared electronic files 
containing the provisions. The file with the newer draft law also contains extensive 
commentary and explanations.  
 
After members of the CAC studied the documents for several days, a two-prong approach 
was adopted. Comments were compiled about the draft solar law sent to us by the Town. 
In case the Town might be interested in using the newer NYSERDA version in whole or 
in part, the text was extracted from the NYSERDA pdf file and a Word document was 
created from it. The names of the Vestal agencies were added as appropriate.  
 
The CACs comments about the original draft law, the more recent NYSERDA draft, and 
the Word file extracted from the newer NYSERDA draft and formatted for Vestal were 
conveyed electronically to the Town on February 24th. After further discussion among 
CAC members, a follow-up message regarding the allowable percent land coverage by 
solar installations was submitted on March 3rd. 
 


